
Bird Mask
Cut out the mask. Cut out the holes for the eyes.
Attach the beak. Attach the strips to create a headband.
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BirdOMask
CutOoutOtheOtwoOpartsOofOtheObeakOandOfoldOonOtheOlines.
AttachOtheOtwoOpartsOofOtheObeakOtogether.
ThenOattachOtheObeakOtoOtheOmaskOasOshown.

GLUE
TOOMASK

FoldODown:

FoldOUp:

GLUEOBEAKOHERE GLUEOBEAKOHERE

GLUE
TOOMASK

AttachOthisOsideOto
bigObeakOpart.

FrontOofObeak
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How to make a Paper Bird Finger Puppet 

As you can see from the images below, I really did use the paper from my recycling bin! It is a 

great way to upcycle and still have fun. 

 

1. Begin my making a square piece of paper. Fold the A4 sheet of paper in half. 

2. Bring one corner up to the central fold. Cut that “triangle” out. When you fold it open 

again you will have a square. 

3. Fold your square across the diagonal (again) to make a triangle and a nice diagonal 

crease. 

https://www.redtedart.com/diy-paper-puppets-with-templates/
https://www.redtedart.com/easy-origami-for-kids/


4. Open up. 

5. Bring one flat edge of the square to align with this central diagonal and start forming a 

“Kite shape”. Repeat with the other side. 

 
6. Fold your paper along the diagonal again (so your other fold are on the inside). 

7. You now have one long edge. And two short ones. Fold the long edge in half to find the 

mid way point and pinch as a “marker” (bottom left photo). 

8. Open again. 

9. Fold up the short edge to make a crease (the video shows this really well- or look at the 

dashed line in the image!) -(bottom right photo). 

https://www.redtedart.com/easy-origami-for-kids/


 
10. Folding the paper down (top left photo). 

11. And then back up (top right photo). 

12. Now wrap the paper around itself and “tuck in”. 

 

https://www.redtedart.com/easy-origami-for-kids/
https://www.redtedart.com/easy-origami-for-kids/


13. One side will show the “folds and tuck”. This is the “rough side” (but can of course still 

get decorated). 

14. Flip over and you get a “neat” side – this is the side that is easier/ more fun to decorate! 

15. Your basic bird is finished. Now it is time to have fun with decorating!! Use lots of 

colours and have fun. 

 

Be as creative as you like! Invent your own birds or google your favourite types of bird and be 

inspired by their beaks and plumage. Maybe you can make some parrots, some parakeets, some 

puffins and more?! 

How to make your paper bird point the other way? 

If you want the “Neat” side to point the other way, make the folds in the other direction. 

 

https://www.redtedart.com/easy-bird-finger-puppet-origami/ 
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